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ABSTRACT    
Intelligence and Smart power grids with the Demand Side 
Management (DSM) strategies enable Demand Response 
Strategies (DRS) that are especially used in residential districts. 
Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), as another sort of load 
in the power system, have recently become increasingly popular 
as they provide an opportunity for customer benefits to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. Based on the level of introduction of 
PHEVs in the parking lot, charging behaviors in an area cause a 
change in the load profile of the power system. Therefore, it is 
necessary to examine the effect of the introduced level of PHEV 
on the load profile due to the expected charging behavior of 
residents. PHEVs also offer a variety of opportunities, including 
the ability to use EVs as storage units via vehicle-to-grid (V2G) 
options. In this paper, a joint evaluation of different DR 
techniques with a bilateral PHEV, energy storage system (ESS), 
and photovoltaic (PV) system is realized. Mixed integer Linear 
Programming (MILP) for a Home Energy Management (HEM) 
framework is proposed in this paper. A small-scale on-grid solar 
energy with a storage system and the V2G potential with 
different DR programs are all integrated into a single HEM 
system to select the most efficient and economical DR program. 
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Introduction and literature review  

The need for sustainable advanced 
development that depends on more energy 
consumption on the one hand and achieving 
the goals of reducing energy intensity, on the 

other hand, requires methods of optimizing 
energy demand and consumption according to 
the needs of different energy sectors, such as 
buildings (C.W.Gellings, 2009). Energy, and in 
particular electricity, is one of the most 
important factors affecting the economic 
growth of any country. Traditionally, providing 
sufficient and safe energy to cope with the 
required demand requires expanding the 
production capacity and transmission of the 
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power system (T. Perumal et al., 2008). The 
smart grid provides insights to improve the 
efficiency and utilization of electricity from 
power plants to the end-user clients, alongside 
successfully adjusting generation, and storage 
capacity and empowering client's investment 
on the demand side market. With the 
developing significance of smart grid insights, 
smart homes that can check electricity usage in 
actual time and reduce the cost of electricity 
bills have also acquired special emphasis in 
research into possible demand-side measures. 
Smart grids are intended to help the high 
entrance of distributed demand-side resources 
along with an extensive demand-response 
system by stimulating economic signals and 
reliability. Furthermore, companies seek 
demand-side management and demand-side 
services for better network management 
(S.Borlease, 2013). Demand response 
programs oblige customers to diminish loads 
during periods of critical power system 
conditions (periods with high energy costs). 
With this significant energy consumption and 
increasing growth of industrial loads power 
plants lead to enhancing their electrical 
generation and hence, upgrading power 
transmission and distribution networks to deal 
with (P.Palensky and D. Dietrich, 2011). There 
are numerous advancements for DR exercises 
in residential areas. In particular, HEM and 
smart measurements play a vital role in the 
effective implementation of DR strategies. 
With various sorts of electrical loads, the 
household load curves have changed 
fundamentally. As another kind of end-user 
electric vehicle, EVs have become 
progressively important because the charge of 
the transportation area which is the biggest 
purchaser of petroleum derivatives, is a subject 
of current concern. EVs have a different 
construction with opportunities and challenges 
that should be investigated exhaustively. The 
energy required by EVs approaches the level 
expecting new power plant facilities. In 
addition, EVs can be utilized as an asset, 
particularly during peak times with V2H and 
V2G options. Today, one of the main purposes 
of implementing an intelligent network is to 
provide an energy management system by 
considering the optimal performance of each of 
the production sources in it and with the aim of 

better management of load demand under 
different conditions. DR is a mechanism in 
which consumers voluntarily participate to 
reduce peak consumption by modifying the 
consumption pattern of some of their 
equipment. Price tariffs have also been 
effective in residential electricity bills; 
showing a significant reduction in average 
monthly costs or using alternatives such as DG 
and RES to offset the electricity price in the 
day-ahead market (R.P.Odeh and D.Watts, 
2019) and (H. Dorotic, 2020). 

Introduction of HEMS 

HEMS is significant due to concerns about 
global warming and energy shortages. This 
system assists in decreasing the electricity 
demand, especially at peak loads (H. Saele and 
O. S.Grande, 2011). HEMS is not only 
considered a way to diminish greenhouse gas 
emissions but also enables automatic power 
management in a home (K.J. Chua et al. 2013). 
Various efforts, including the control of 
diverse apparatus such as controllable and 
smart appliances (R.Missaou et al., 2014), heat 
water-smart thermostats (Duman AC et al., 
2020), PHEV (G. Li and X.P.Zhang, 2012) 
with V2G and V2H charging and discharging 
scenarios (D.Steen et al., 2012), have been 
made to create a HEMS system. The system 
can also optimize the application of home 
instruments and simultaneously manage 
distributed small-scale own-generation and 
storage units (O.Erdinc, 2014). The theoretical 
literature of home energy control and 
management can be considered from 1979 
when the operation of energy system 
management was based on microprocessors for 
the first time. Its performance improved 
especially with the development of the 
personal computer in the 1980s. In 1982, an 
improved algorithm and model for home 
energy management emerged to reduce costs 
by lowering demand and consumption time. 
The model includes solar energy, energy 
storage system (ESS) or batteries, plug-in 
electric vehicle (PEV), and domestic 
apparatuses (Xuan Hou et al., 2019). 
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Introducing DR (Demand Response) 

Demand response techniques are presented by 
some power grid administrators as a source to 
lessen power demand throughout specific time 
spans to adjust supply and demand. Demand 
response is considered a category of demand-
side management programs in which programs 
motivate end-clients to curtail their electricity 
consumption during peak periods (Z. Chen et 
al., 2012). Based on time-sensitive power rates 
such as time of use (TOU) (Sattarpour et al., 
2018), incentive-based rates (IBR) (Sharifi et 
al., 2019), critical peak pricing (CPP) (Tom et 
al., 2020), and real-time pricing (RTP) (Javaid 
et al., 2017) in a way of penalty-reward 
(Paterakis, Erdinç, & Catalão, 2017), demand 
response ( X. Li and S. Hong, 2014) is defined 
as an adjustment in the electrical consumption 
of end-users normal consumption pattern in 
response to a change in electricity prices 
(J.Zhao et al., 2013), therefore a reasonable 
option to facilitate the connection of 
technology in distribution networks and smart 
private local area (S. Nan et al., 2018).  To 
accomplish these expected advantages of 
demand-side programs (M. H. Imani et al., 
2018), a specific degree of automation is 
needed to both decrease consumer uncertainty 
in responding to price signals and show the 
intricacy of purchasers' response to daily 
electricity price fluctuations. This is called 
automatic demand response (ADR) (M. 
Pipattanasomporn et al., 2012) which is applied 
in South Africa (C. G. Monyei and A. O. 
Adequmi, 2011). limiting hourly demand or 
top-to-average ratios, for example, (S. Shao et 
al.,2011) may reduce peak demand, but this is 
probably not necessarily beneath the specific 
power threshold (X. Chen et al., 2013). 
Portable accessories can provide more 
flexibility to manage demands, like electric 
water heaters, which comprise 30% to 50% of 
household electricity consumption (Eskom and 
IDM, 2019) under the required power 
threshold. Although direct load control (DLC) 
models are numerous to performed during high 
electricity cost periods (M.Afzalan et al., 2019) 
and economic dispatch under renewable energy 
obligation to minimize generation cost and 
maximize renewable energy penetration, the 
main purpose of this article is to examine the 

home energy management system and use 
various demand response programs by 
considering the small-scale photovoltaic, ESS 
and PHEV economic home dispatch to 
minimize the household energy bills and 
increase network security by shifting loads to 
low-cost periods and also implementing 
limitation in household energy flow grid to 
home and vice versa. 

Nomenclatures and acronyms 

DR Demand response 
ESS Energy storage system 
EV Electric vehicle 
HEM Home energy management 
MILP Mixed-integer linear programming 
PV Photovoltaic 
V2G Vehicle-to-grid 
V2H Vehicle-to-home 

Parameters 

CEEV Charging efficiency of the EV. 
CRESS Charging rate of the ESS [kW per 

time interval]. 
CREV Charging rate of the EV [kW per time 

interval]. 
DEESS Discharging efficiency of the ESS. 
DEEV Discharging efficiency of the EV. 
DRESS Discharging rate of the ESS [kW per 

time interval]. 
DREV Discharging rate of the EV [kW per 

time interval]. 
N1 Maximum power that can be drawn 

from the grid [kW]. 
N2 Maximum power that can be sold 

back to the grid [kW]. 
P Household power demand [kW]. 
PPV, pro Power produced by the PV [kW]. 
SOEESS,ini Initial state-of-energy of the ESS 

[kWh]. 
SOEESS,max Maximum allowed state-of-energy of 

the ESS [kWh]. 
SOEESS,min Minimum allowed state-of-energy of 

the ESS [kWh]. 
SOEEV, ini Initial state-of-energy of the EV 

[kWh]. 
SOEEV, max Maximum allowed state-of-energy of 

the EV [kWh]. 
SOEEV, min Minimum allowed state-of-energy of 

the EV [kWh]. 
Λbuy Price of energy bought from the grid 

[cents/kWh]. 
Λsell Price of energy sold back to the grid 

[cents/kWh]. 
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Variables 

PESS,ch ESS charging power [kW]. 
PESS,dis ESS discharging power [kW]. 
PESS,sold Power injected to grid from the ESS 

[kW]. 
PESS,used Power used to satisfy household load 

from the ESS [kW]. 
PPV, sold Power injected to grid from the PV 

[kW]. 
PPV, used Power used to satisfy household load 

from the PV [kW]. 
PEV, sold Power injected to grid from the EV 

[kW]. 
PEV, used Power used to satisfy household load 

from the EV [kW]. 
Pgrid Power supplied by the grid [kW]. 
Psold Total power injected to the grid [kW]. 
T Period of the day index in time units 

[h or min]. 
SOEEV State-of-energy of the EV [kWh]. 
SOEESS State-of-energy of the ESS [kWh]. 
Ugrid 
Binary 
variable 

1 if grid is supplying power 

d_0 (i) Initial load (consumption before 
running the program) 

d_ (i) moment load (consumption after 
program execution) 

B_0 (i) The amount of revenue from 
electricity consumption equal to d_0 

B (d_ (i)) The amount of revenue from the use 
of electricity in the production of 
goods 

ρ_0 (i) Electricity price before load reduction 
ρ_ ((i)) electricity price after load reduction 
E (i) The internal elasticity of the load 
A (i) The amount of the incentive bonus in 

period i 

Highlights  

The main novelties and research highlights 
have been presented in the following: 

1. Dynamic pricing according to diverse 
DR strategies is considered. 

2. The proposed method consists of 
modern control that would enable user-
side load control. 

3. A model to study coordinated control of 
building end-use loads with a small-
scale solar power energy system, V2G 
capacity EV with two-way energy 
trading, ESS, and the use of MILP 
optimization is presented. 

4. The effect of financial incentives or 
penalty factors on encouraging 
consumers to shift their demands to off-
peak hours is evaluated. 

Mathematical problem modeling: 

Price elasticity and client reaction  

At the beginning of the restructuring of 
traditional power systems, subscribers were 
usually not active in the market because 
consumers did not benefit from it. The main 
decision-makers are as follows: independent 
power generators, regional transmission 
companies, independent system operators, and 
power industry regulators. They had the 
necessary skills and data to take part in the 
electricity markets. In the market, the absence 
of subscribers and their insensitivity to the 
price of electricity at peak conditions has led to 
widespread blackouts. Therefore, demand 
response programs were designed to increase 
subscribers' sensitivity to electricity market 
price changes (D.S. Kirschen, 2003) which is 
defined in Eq.(1). Where d is the amount of 
energy and ρ is the cost of energy. The 
sensitivity of power consumption to the price 
signal is called elasticity or E and is defined as 

0

0

d
E
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The mathematical expression of self and 
cross-elasticity is given by 
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Single period model 

In the single period model, the customer profit 
function will be as Eq.(3) where 𝑑0(𝑖) is Initial 
load (consumption before running the 
program), 

 𝑑 (𝑖): current load (consumption after 
program execution), 

 𝐵0(𝑖) : The amount of revenue from 
electricity consumption equal to 𝑑0(𝑖), 

 𝐵(𝑑 (𝑖)): The amount of revenue from the 
use of electricity in the production of goods, 

 𝜌0(𝑖): Electricity price before load 
reduction, 𝜌 (𝑖): electricity price after load 
reduction, 
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 𝐸(𝑖): The internal elasticity of the load,  
 𝑑 (𝑖). 𝜌 (𝑖): Customer cost, 
 𝑑0(𝑖) − 𝑑 (𝑖): Load changes before and 

after program execution, 
 𝐴(𝑖) :The amount of the incentive bonus in 

period i, and 
 𝐴(𝑖). (𝑑0(𝑖) − 𝑑 (𝑖)) defined as program 

incentive prize:  

              
.

i
S B d i d i p d i     (3) 

In optimal conditions, the amount of 
consumption in order to achieve the maximum 
profit by equating the derivative of the amount 
of profit to consumption to zero is given by  
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The customer profit function is usually 
presented with a quadratic function of power 
consumption, which is calculated using 
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Derived from Eq. (6), one would have 
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Placing Eq. (5) into Eq. (7) results 
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Finally, according to the price of usage time 
and incentive bonus in the emergency load 
program, the consumer consumes to the extent 
that his profit is maximized. Using Eq. (9), the 
single-period load model is obtained as 
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In Eq. (10), if A (i) = 0 means that there is 
no incentive or, the sensitivity of the demand 
to the load is equal to zero. 

Multi-period model 

The cross-elasticity defined by Eq. (2) states 
that the amount of load in period i depends on 
the price value in each of the other periods, so 
it must be calculated for a fixed period 
sensitive to all periods. Finally, the customer 
consumption function according to the price in 
different periods and incentive rewards are 
given by 
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Complete load response model 

If Eq. (11), which is a function of customer 
consumption with respect to the elasticity of 
the load, is placed in Eq. (10), the amount of 
consumption in which the common profit is 
maximized is obtained using 
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(13) 

According to Eq. (12), it is observed that 
the optimal consumption of the customer 
depends on the amount of encouragement and 
energy price in each period, and if the penalty 
for the subscribers is considered, it becomes 
Eq. (13). 

Objective function 

The minimization of the total cost of power 
utilization in Eq. (14) is the goal. The expense 
varies between the grid and energy offered to 
the grid by EV, ESS, and PV. Thus, 

24

1
( ( ). ( ) ( ). ( ))grid buy sold sellt

TC P t t P t t 


   (14) 
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A. Power balance  

The load, consisting those of the house, 
required charge for EV and ESS supplied by 
the grid is expressed as 

 

, , ,

, ,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

g rid pv used EV used ESS used

EV ch ESS ch

P t P t P t P t

d t P t P t

   

 
 (15) 

B. ESS modeling  

Equation (16) states that the power given by 
the ESS can be utilized to cover part of the 
building needs or re-injected into the grid. 
Conditions (17) and (18) impose a breaking 
point on the ESS charge and discharge 
capacity. This state of suspended ESS can be 
depicted by any of these conditions in time. 
The relevant power variable can have a value 
of zero. Equations (19) to (22) portray the 
state-energy of ESS. Condition (19) Mode-
powers the energy in every stretch to have a 
worth in the past span in addition to the real 
measure of energy moved to the battery. At the 
start of time interval, the ESS energy mode 
overlaps with the ESS energy mode described 
by (20). Condition (21) restricts the battery 
power mode to not exactly the ESS limit. 
Similarly, (22) prevents deep battery discharge 
by applying a minimum state-energy limit. 

     ESS,used ESS,sold ESS,dis ESSP P P E. ,D tt t t    (16) 

   ESS, ch ESS ESSP    CR U. , tt t   (17) 

    ESS, dis ESS ESSP    DR 1-U. , tt t   
(18) 
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ESS,ch ESS,

ESS

SOE SOE

P P
CE 1

1

. ,
dis

t t

t tt
t t

  

 


 
 



 
(19) 

 ESS ESS,iniSOE SOE , 1t ift   
(20) 

 ESS ESS,maxSOE SOE , tt    
(21) 

 ESS ESS,minSOE SOE , tt    
(22) 

C. EV modeling  

    Equation (23) applies the way that the 
genuine power given by the EV can be utilized 

to cover some portion of the family needs or 
re-infused into the grid. 

     EV,used EV,sold EV,dis EVP P P DE. , ,a bt T Tt t t     
 (23) 

   EV, ch EV EVP    CR U. , ,a bt T Tt t     
 (24) 

    EV, dis EV EVP    DR 1-. U , ,a bt T Tt t     
 

(25) 
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 EV EV,iniS ,OE SOE at ift T   
(27) 

 EV EV,maxS ,,OE SOE a bt t T T   
 

(28) 

 EV EV,minS ,,OE SOE a bt t T T   
 

(29) 

  ,

EV EV,maxSOE SOE ,, f c a dt T T Tt     
 

(30) 

  ,

EV EV,minS ,OE SOE ,f d a di t T Tt f T     
(31) 

     

   

EV,ch EV EV,dis

EV,used EV,sold

P  SOE P

P P 0 ,, a d

t t t

t t t T T 

 

  



  

 
(32) 

Conditions (24) and (25) apply the charge 
and discharge power limits to the EV. The 
suspended EV can be expressed in time by 
each conditions, and the corresponding power 
variable can be zero. Condition (26) Mode - 
forces each interval to have a value between 
the previous game plus the real value of energy 
sent to the EV battery. If the EV battery is 
discharged during that interval; In a negative 
period of time the energy is charged. When EV 
enters the household, the EV state-energy 
overlaps with the initial EV state-energy, 
which is expressed by Eq. (27). Condition (28) 
Mode - Limits the EV battery energy to lowest 
value of its capacity. Similarly, (29) prevents 
EV battery deep discharge of the by applying a 
minimum energy state limit. Equations (30) 
and (31) show a full charged or discharged EV 
battery in the lowest energy-state in the pre-
selected period, and finally (32) ensures that 
the EV modeling variables are contacted 
separately. The period of the time EV enters 
the household and the time EV leaves the 
household is zero. 
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D. PV modeling 

PV,used PV,sold PV,proP ( ) P ( ) P ( ),t t t t    (33) 

According to Eq. (33), the power output by 
PV is utilized to cover part of a household's 
requirements or re-injected into the grid. 

E- General power injected into the network 

sold PV,sold ESS,sold EV,soldP ( ) P ( ) P ( ) P ( ),t t t t t     (34) 

The total output power into the grid 
includes the amount of power supplied by PV, 
EV and ESS previously stated. This value is 
applied by Eq. (34). 

F- Power Transaction Limitations 

grid gridP ( ) 1.U ( ),t N t t   (35) 

 sold gridP ( ) 2. 1-U ( ) ,t N t t   (36) 

Equations (35) and (36) implement the 
power exchange logic. If it is necessary to 
draw power from the network, it will no longer 
be possible to inject power into the network. 
The inverse is presented by these conditions. 
N1 is a positive integer that limits the power 
from the grid. This limit represents the 
constraint imposed by the collector or the 
content of the user-end electrification question 
to deal with a situation in which several 
households in the control area own the HEM 
system. Implementing variable peak power 
with time stretched over the network limit as a 
different DR strategy can be easily applied to 

this formula by replacing N1 with a time 
dependent variable. Similarly, N2 applies 
power that can be re-injected into the network 
and can be used by a time-dependent variable. 

Methodology 

In this article, the optimization method with 
software used for optimization is mentioned. It 
should be noted that in this simulation GAMS 
software will be used for optimization. 
Simulations have been performed on nine case 
studies in this paper to evaluate and 
demonstrate the efficiency and deficiency of 
different scenarios. 

The calculated load response of a common 
house in Iran is utilized. The house has an 
approximate area of 140 square meters with 
four inhabitants with different electrical 
appliances including refrigerators, televisions, 
microwaves, washing machines and 
dishwashers, computers, ovens and so on. The 
house has a gas water heater system. Daily 
consumption is recorded and the average 
power consumption profile obtained for this 
time interval is shown in Fig. 1 and also Table 
1 shows the load elasticity which illustrates the 
load response to the price signal. In this article, 
it is considered that the house has a small-scale 
PV system of one kilowatt. The PV system 
production data listed is a normalized version 
of a daily solar power plant production profile.  

Table 1. The self and cross elasticity  

 Peak Off-peak Valley 
peak -0.10 0.016 0.012 

Off-peak 0.016 -0.10 0.01 
Valley 0.012 0.01 -0.10 

 

Fig.1. Iranian peak load curve on 28/08/2007 (Aalami and Yousefi, 2008). 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/G-Reza-Yousefi
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Two-way EV operations include V2G 
(meaning energy is returned to the grid by EV) 
and V2H (i.e., part of the energy stored in the 
EV battery is utilized to support the part of the 
home load). The characteristics of the Chevy 
Volt car with a 16-kWh battery are considered. 
It is used with a limited charging station to 
charge 3.3 kW. It is assumed that the same 
power limit is valid for the discharge function 
of V2H and V2G modes. Discharging and 
charging efficiency is assumed to be 0.95 and 
the initial energy of the EV battery is equal to 8 
kWh (50% energy state) when it reaches home 
and the lower limit of the EV energy state is 
4.8 kWh (30% energy state) to avoid excessive 
discharge (Approximate value which states that 
no more than 70 to 80% of the battery capacity 
should be used). The above assumptions also 
apply to ESS, and ESS has a battery capacity 
of 1 kWh. It is assumed that the charge and 
discharge rate per hour is 0.2 kW. Its initial 
energy status is equal to 0.5 kWh, and its non-
excessive discharge limit is equal to 0.25 kWh. 
It should be noted that in the intended sense, 
there is no cost based on storage devices such 
as EES and EV at HEM condition. For the 
pricing of energy purchased from the grid, a 
DR scheme based on different scenarios is 
considered and implemented according to 
Table 3 (Aalami, H.A. et al., 2010). 

Results and analysis 

As power markets are changed, consumers 

become presented with more unpredictable 
power costs. They might choose to change the 
demand profile of their demand to decrease the 
power prices. The customers in the DR 
programs can expect reserve funds in power 
bills assuming they lessen their power use in 
the peak periods. The DR programs have been 
executed with various objectives and priorities 
in the markets of power. This section has 
implemented different scenarios according to 
eight price and incentive-based demand 
response programs. In each scenario, there are 
four alternatives employed grid, Hybrid 
Electric vehicle, photovoltaic, and energy 
storage system. In each the amount of energy 
scheduled to supply the household energy and 
meet the consumer requirements by 
incorporating the two-way energy exchanges 
between the utility and end client and the 
utility, the method of net-metering is used. At 
the point when the accessible energy of the 
household sources can be sufficient to support 
the total needs, the abundance of energy can be 
sold to the grid. For valuing the purchased 
energy from the grid, a dynamic DR method 
can be used. The time-depend price signal is 
accessible to the consumer via intelligent 
metering. All householders play a vital role in 
providing energy by considering every single 
house as energy storage and decentralized them 
as a self-energy providing the power system to 
help the network in contingency conditions as 
in the EDRP and CAP market.  

Table 2. Caption missing 

Programs Electricity price $/kwh 
Incentive 

value 
$/kwh 

Penalty 
value 
$/kwh 

Base case 160 0 0 
Time of use 

(TOU) 
Valley = 40, Off-peak = 160, Peak = 400 0 0 

Critical peak pricing 
(CPP) 

800 @ 20, 21, 22 hours 0 0 

Real time pricing 
(RTP) 

40, 40, 40, 40, 20, 20, 20, 20, 160, 160, 160, 160,200, 200, 200, 
200, 160, 160, 160, 500, 500,500, 160, 160 @ 1–24 hours 

0 0 

TOU&CPP 
Valley = 40, Off-peak = 160, Peak = 400 

and 800 at 20,21,22 hours 
0 0 

Direct load control 160 @ 1–24 hours 200 0 
Emergency demand 
response program 

160 @ 1–24 hours 400 0 

Capacity 160 @ 1–24 hours 100 50 
Interruptible 

&Curtailment 
160 @ 1–24 hours 200 100 
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Fig.2. Grid energy usage (*TOU: Time of use, CPP: Critical peak pricing, RTP: Real time pricing, DLC: Direct 
load control, EDRP: Emergency demand response program, CAP: Capacity market, I/C: Interrupt /Curtailment) 

 

Fig.3. Hybrid Electric vehicle energy participation in difference DR programs (TOU: Time of use, CPP: Critical 
peak pricing, RTP: Real time pricing, DLC: Direct load control, EDRP: Emergency demand response 
program, CAP: Capacity market, I/C: Interrupt /Curtailment) 

In Fig.2 the house power consumption 
provided through the power grid is shown. As 
can be seen in this figure, the eight 
incentive/price programs of demand response 
client reaction are compared. The highest share 
of purchases from the grid took place in the 
TOU program on the other side, the lowest 
share of purchases from the network was the 
CPP program. This shows the impact of the 
price signal on lessening the amount of energy 

utilization from the network during critical 
times of the system or peak periods. This is due 
to imposing 20 times the price during peak 
periods of 20, 21, and 22 hours. 

Although the share of buying energy from 
the grid is high in the joint DR program of TOU 
and CPP as can be seen in Fig.8, the cost in this 
program is at its lowest for the consumer, which 
is due to the other sources of energy supplying 
the house. A quick look at Fig.3, Fig.4, and 
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Fig.5, depicts the hybrid car, photovoltaic 
system, and storage, which have undertaken the 
commitment of providing energy, respectively. 
Electric car plays the most important role in the 
DLC program and has a minimum commitment 
of 4.84 in TOU&CPP. This is due to the 
difference in the price. 

The photovoltaic system due to its 
sensitivity to sunlight and its dependence of it 
on the amount of radiation can only be 
produced and used during sunny hours. 
According to the solar power plant provision 
trend during the daytime considered as the 
optimization input source, it can be seen that in 
three programs RTP, DLC and IC programs 

have the lowest amount of home energy 
supply, which is the reason for the reasonable 
price. The amount of energy is beneficial 
enough for selling to the grid, this means that 
for the maximum benefit of the consumer, the 
consumer in the optimization program 
according to the price of energy and through 
the photovoltaic system production prefers to 
provide approximately 8 percent, and other 
alternatives are used to supply the house. On 
the contrary, it shows its largest share in CPP, 
EDRP, and TOU&CPP programs due to the 
higher prices in these plans. 10 percent of the 
lack of purchasing energy from the network is 
provided in this way. 

 

Fig.4. photovoltaic energy participation in difference DR programs 

 

Fig.5. ESS (energy storage system) energy participation in difference DR programs 
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Finally, the storage system, whose share in 
each program is shown in Fig. 5, plays an 
important role in supplying the house. When the 
photovoltaic system shows the lowest level of 
participation in the programs, the storage device 
makes the most of it by using its stored energy 
during the day. Charging when the grid energy 
price is at its lowest state, and at times when the 
price of energy is at its highest, it discharges its 
energy and sells its surplus to the grid to increase 
the consumer's profit and reduce the energy 
consumption from the grid simultaneously. 

Figures 6 and 7 will be examined in the 
following, which compare load response 
programs that are divided into two 
subcategories based on price and incentive 
plans-price-based programs are applied to the 
consumer with regard to price signals through 
the electricity market. An attempt is made to 
control the amount of electric energy 
consumption in the hours when the network 
has the highest load by increasing the price. In 
Fig. 6, the comparison of different types of 
price-based load feedback programs were 
compared according to the amount of base 
load. Figure one shows the Iranian peak load 
curve on 28/08/2007 and Fig. 6 and Fig.7 are 
the same load curve named BASE LOAD 
which starts from 7 am. It shows that the 
maximum network load occurs between 8 and 
noon. These programs are activated and 
according to the price offered in different 
programs, they reduce the amount of 
consumption. The amount of profit for the 
customer is maximized during the hours of 1 to 

10 in the morning, low load mode. It is the 
system that is preferred in this program that the 
consumption will be transferred to these hours 
and the storage system and electric car 
charging will be done during these hours. 

In incentive-based load response programs, 
a fee for encouraging the consumer to 
participate in these programs is considered, 
which, if the consumer helps the grid at the 
required times, is equal to the amount injected 
kilowatt-hours. Incentives will be given to the 
network if the consumer participates in 
programs such as cap, according to the nature 
of this program and the responsibility of 
supplying the network load, according to the 
announcement of the amount of assistance or 
reduction of consumption at the times 
announced by the network operator. 
Consumption should be reduced to the same 
amount as announced so that the consumer is 
not subject to a fine. One of the features of this 
program is the consideration of fines during 
peak hours. It is considered in Fig. 7, that in 
the conditions of the emergency of the 
network, due to the high incentive rate in the 
EDRP program, the amount of consumption 
has decreased drastically and is even close to 
zero until the stability of the network. be 
maintained in these programs due to the same 
price rates It can be seen in different hours 
with the mode without applying for load 
response programs that in other hours there are 
drastic changes in the amount of text 
consumption, only in the peak hours, the 
changes in consumption are observed. 

 

Fig.6. Load curve at price-based DR programs  
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Fig.7. Load curve at incentive-based DR programs  

 

Fig. 8. Household energy consumption cost in different scenarios 

The comparison of different demand 
response programs in a similar consumption 
condition according to Fig. 8 illustrates the 
largest consumer benefit due to reducing the 
energy in the EDRP program. Basically, 
programs based on encouragement have the 
greatest effect on consumer willingness. 
However, in price-based programs, almost 
60% has been added to consumer costs in all 
programs. This is due to price policies at 
different times. Overall, among these 
programs, in price-based, the TOU&CPP, and 
in incentive-based programs, the EDRP in 

emergencies can be mentioned. In these two 
programs according to the lowest amount of 
cost, the largest energy has been received from 
the grid in a total of 24 hours, which not only 
shows customer satisfaction and well-being but 
also assists the stability of the power network. 

Conclusion 

The principal role of this paper centers on 
intelligent management performance. The 
utilizing dynamic pricing, diverse DR 
strategies, power restriction, a small-scale solar 
power energy system, V2G capacity, and the 
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ability of an EV with two-way energy trading, 
ESS, and using MILP optimization method, 
make the HEM structure. Bi-directional energy 
exchange from the grid to the home and vice 
versa is possible through measuring smart 
tools. The energy extracted from the grid has a 
different price in a day interval, while it is 
assumed that the energy offered to the grid is 
paid at a flat rate. The actual data is from an 
original family of four using a PV site. Case 
studies ranging from diverse demand response 
methods to considering various self-supplies 
have been tried. The effect of DR method 
based on peak power shading has also been 
examined. In this study, the premise is that 
customers are willing to charge their EVs as 
soon as they arrive. Compared to the base 
model, this method offers a more efficient 
performance by reducing electricity costs, 
which is approximately 44% a significant 
figure. With the expansion of smarter 
technologies, performance has been integrated 
with a HEM system that provides more 
economical use of electricity. In fact, the smart 
technologies manifestation will prepare more 
economical and flexible possibilities for the 
final client to play a role in the daily power 
market, thus maintaining the regular operation 
of the electricity market with economic 
benefits. The present method can be well 
adapted to wider formulations such as shift 
devices (washing machines, dishwashers, and 
other HVAC systems). The desirable 
performance of a district including several 
intelligent households is also easily applicable 
to the present method, by varying the objective 
function to minimize or maximize the problem. 
Therefore, the model can give a decent premise 
for creating blockchain methodologies for 
bigger-scale utilization. 
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